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Abstract  
Interpersonal conflict among missionaries is a major factor contributing 

to missionary attrition. This paper examines two approaches to 

resolving conflict, one focusing on mandatory submission to authority 

and the other focusing on fostering cooperation between the parties in 

conflict. Both biblical and empirical evidence suggest that cooperation 

is usually the best option. Although the submission approach is often 

viewed as biblical, it represents a shallow understanding of the complete 

biblical picture and a naïve and overly optimistic view of human nature. 

The cooperation approach better incorporates the biblical principles of 

servant leadership, mutual submission, and seeking one another’s 

interests. Empirical evidence suggests that organizations such as 

mission agencies may be more effective if they adopt an approach 

fostering cooperation as an organizational norm. Research on power 

and its abuse may be used to motivate missionaries to voluntarily limit 

their hierarchical power in order to better love and serve others. 

Viewing conflict as a decision making process can enable missionaries 

and mission organizations to more effectively find ways to minister and 

achieve their goals, including evangelism and church planting.  
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 Conflict between missionaries, often within the same organization, 

is one of the most difficult and common phenomena that missionaries 

must deal with (Hale 1995; Carter 1999; Hay et al. 2007). Experiencing 

opposition from a team member in a difficult ministry context, may be 

extremely painful. Rather than receiving support from one of the few 

people who should understand the missionary, he or she may feel 

condemned, misunderstood, or the target of misplaced hostility. Such 

conflicts often slow down the work to which both parties feel called to 

(Dunaetz 2010a) and, even worse, may dishonor God who calls 

Christians to love one another as a sign of their discipleship (John 13:35) 

and who condemns fighting among Christians as a form of hatred toward 

him (James 4:1-10). It is a significant source of missionary attrition 

(Global Mapping International 2009) and may have long lasting negative 

consequences on a missionary’s emotional health, physical health, and 

career (Tanner et al. 2012a; Tanner et al. 2012b; Romanov et al. 1996). 

 Because the consequences of conflict can be devastating, most 

Christians desire to resolve conflict in order to limit the damage it 

causes. Two competing paradigms can be observed in Christian 

contexts. The first paradigm, which focuses on the subordinate’s need to 

obey authority, can be identified as the Submission Paradigm. This 

approach argues that the best way to resolve conflict is to submit to God-

ordained authorities. The second paradigm, which focuses on finding a 

solution which responds to both parties’ concerns, can be identified as 

the Cooperation Paradigm. This approach argues that the best solution 

to a conflict is found by negotiating a solution that responds to the God-
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honoring interests of both parties. This study will examine the reasons 

for and against each approach and will argue that the cooperation model 

is the superior paradigm for dealing with missionary conflict. 

 

Two Paradigms of Conflict Management 
 

 We will begin by summarizing these two paradigms of conflict 

management. Undoubtedly the actual approaches to conflict used by 

missionaries are much more diverse, but we will limit the discussion to 

two global approaches that could be considered opposite poles of a 

spectrum. 

 

The Submission Paradigm 
 On Being a Missionary by Thomas Hale

1
 (1995) can serve as a 

source for a description of the Submission Paradigm to conflict 

management. He argues that the effective functioning of a team requires 

“that the team members submit to their leader, regardless of his 

qualities” (p. 219) and that the purpose of authority is to “mediate God’s 

will in the Christian community” (p. 231) so “if one has a problem 

submitting to authority, his problem is basically with God” (p. 231). 

This means that, when a missionary finds himself or herself in a conflict, 

it is God’s will for him or her to submit to whomever has authority. “All 

Christians are commanded to submit to authority over them, up to the 

point where that authority forces them to violate Scripture” (p. 231). 

Hale argues that missionaries must continue to submit even when 

“mission authorities may themselves unknowingly violate Scripture in 

the exercise of their duties, but that is a different matter; that does not 

give a worker license to disobey or rebel against their authority” (p. 

231). In unfortunate situations, depending on the motives that would 

cause an authority to unknowingly sin, this could mean a missionary 

                                                      

1
 Although this book is chosen to represent the point of view that I argue against, Thomas Hale (1995) has much to 

say that is beneficial to missionary candidates preparing to leave for the field and for young missionaries. The 
critiques in this paper are only of his view on authority and conflict, not of him or his ministry that the Lord has 
richly blessed. 
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should continue to submit when faced with belittling, condescending 

insults, outbursts of anger, or other types of abuse, including physical or 

sexual abuse. 

 A key assumption of the Submission Paradigm is that people who 

hold power know the will of God for people who are under their 

authority, even when the authority makes a decision that a subordinate 

considers unwise or abusive. “Submitting to such decisions is the only 

sure way we have of ultimately knowing what God’s will is. . . . We 

need to start out with the attitude of accepting our leaders’ decisions as 

from God. . . .We need, first of all, to tell God that we will submit to 

anything the leadership says, and then trust him with the outcome” 

(Hale, 1995, p. 233). 

 Hale (1995) admonishes the missionary to not be afraid of 

submitting to authority: “Remember, your leaders are kindly disposed to 

those under them. . . . Submit to your leader’s decision and let God 

cover the consequences. That is the only scriptural option you have” (p. 

233).  The key verse for this position is Hebrews 13:17, “Have 

confidence in your leaders and submit to their authority” (NIV). For 

Hale, if a person is not willing to submit, he or she is not fit to be a 

missionary. “We must state clearly: willingness to submit to authority is 

indispensable to a successful missionary career. The person who is not 

prepared to submit willingly to the decisions of his leaders should not 

come to the mission field” (p. 233). 

 The origin of much of this type of authoritarianism (Adorno 1950; 

Gabennesch 1972) in modern evangelicalism can be traced back to Bill 

Gothard’s Institute of Basic Youth Conflicts seminar (Gothard 1975b) 

which was very influential in the 1970s. Gothard continued to be a 

leader within evangelicalism until he resigned in 2014 from his 

organization when faced with accusations of sexually abusing numerous 

young female employees (Pulliam 2014; Recovering Grace 2015). 

Gothard argued that the purposes for authority were to help a person 

grow in wisdom and character, to be protected from temptation, and to 

receive direction in life (Gothard 1975a, p. 1). Disobeying authority 

results in permanent damage by limiting our potential to be used by God 

(Gothard 1975a, p. 9). Thus to resist the chain of authority in Christian 
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organizations is to resist God, even if the authority’s behavior, wisdom, 

or motives are questionable. Gothard’s Advanced Seminar argued that 

obeying authority is the means by which a person discovers God’s will 

and that “as long as you are under God-given authority, nothing can 

happen to you that God does not design for your ultimate good” 

(Gothard 1986, p. 297). This has far reaching consequences. For 

example, Gothard taught that people who are sexually abused by people 

in authority should question if they were the source of temptation, repent 

if they were, and not see themselves as victims, but as having the 

opportunity to “become mighty in spirit,” forgiving the offenders and 

letting God take care of them (Gothard n.d.). If inappropriate behavior in 

Christian leaders needs to be addressed, “we must come as a learner and 

as their servant. We must appeal to them on the basis of what is best for 

them, not what is offending us.” (Gothard 1976, p. 22). 

 Thus in the submission approach to conflict management in 

mission organizations, the person lower in hierarchical power is 

responsible to obey the person with greater power. There is little room 

for discussion and the threat of being removed from ministry is real. 

 

The Cooperation Paradigm 
 In contrast to the Submission Paradigm, the Cooperation Paradigm 

to conflict management views conflict as an opportunity to find 

solutions to problems that respond to the interests and desires of both 

parties. “Do not merely look out for your own personal interests, but 

also for the interests of others” (Phil. 2:4, NASB). The idea of 

submission is not absent from this approach, but rather than a superior 

requiring the submission of a subordinate, the two are to “be subject to 

one another in the fear of Christ.” (Eph. 5:21, NASB). Rather than 

demanding or expecting obedience, rather than lording it over a 

subordinate, “If anyone wants to be first, he shall be last of all and 

servant of all” (Mark 9:35, NASB; being a servant is a major leadership 

theme in the New Testament, cf. Matt. 20:25-27, I Pet. 5:2-3). 

 In the social sciences, the Cooperation Paradigm is described in the 

dual interest model of conflict resolution (Rubin et al. 1994; Pruitt & 

Carnevale 1993; Rahim 2001). This model assumes that conflict occurs 
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when two parties have interests (concerns or desires) that at least one 

party perceives as being incompatible. For example, within a church 

planting team, one missionary may want the young church to start a new 

evangelistic activity and another might want to work on discipling and 

consolidating the initial group of believers which has started to meet 

together. The first missionary might believe that the group will lose its 

momentum without a new emphasis on evangelism, while the second 

missionary might believe that burnout is inevitable if he and the young 

believers feel they need to be involved in another program. Thus the first 

missionary may see the other missionary’s concern for stability as 

incompatible with his own desire for growth. This perceived 

incompatibility of goals or interests sets the stage for a conflict between 

the two missionaries.  

 Furthermore, each missionary may have a low or high concern for 

his own interests and a low or high concern for the interests of the other 

missionary. The combination of levels of concern will predict to a great 

degree the conflict resolution strategy that each party will choose (de 

Dreu et al. 2000; Rahim 2001). These strategies are illustrated in Figure 

1. If one person is more concerned about the other’s goals (e.g., he or 

she is more concerned about the relationship) than his or her own goals, 

he or she will adopt a strategy of accommodation in response to the 

conflict. In the opposite situation, when a person is primarily concerned 

about his or her own goals rather than those of the other person, he or 

she will adopt a strategy of competition to try to achieve them, which 

will typically occur if he or she has more power than the other party; this 

strategy is characterized by the use of threat or force. If a person is not 

especially concerned about either party’s goals, he or she will tend to 

adopt a strategy of avoidance to limit the likelihood that the conflict 

damages the existing status quo. Finally, if a person is concerned about 

both his or her own goals and those of the other party, the person will try 

to adopt a strategy of cooperation which might include dialogue, 

negotiation, or persuasion; this strategy is likely to be successful if the 

two parties are willing to generate a large number of possible solutions 

to the conflict in order to find that which would be optimal. 
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Figure 1. The Dual Concern Model of Conflict Resolution (Pruitt & Kim 2004; Dunaetz 

2011a; Wilmot & Hocker 2001). 
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cooperate with the other missionary to find a solution that will allow 

both parties to achieve their goals. Such a solution might include one 

missionary focusing on discipling a group of young believers and the 

other missionary continuing to organize evangelistic activities without 

applying pressure on the believers in the other missionary’s discipleship 

group to participate. 

 If one missionary choses a competition strategy and the other an 

accommodation strategy, there will be no conflict; the interests of the 

missionary choosing competition will prevail. However, if both 

missionaries choose to compete, the missionary with more power will 

win and his interests will prevail. In the Submission Paradigm of conflict 

management, these two ways of resolving conflict are considered 

normal. The missionary lower in hierarchy is expected to voluntarily 

submit to the superior missionary. If he chooses to not do so, he can 

expect the other missionary to use his power to prevail. However, in the 

Cooperation Paradigm of conflict management, both missionaries are to 

avoid competing and seeking to have only their concerns addressed, but 

are to cooperate and find a solution that responds to both of their 

concerns. When a power differential exists between the missionaries, the 

more powerful missionary is expected to not use his power to force his 

will upon the other missionary; he is expected to empower the other 

missionary so that they can work together to find an optimal solution, 

viewing the conflict as a problem to be solved as brothers and sisters in 

Christ rather than a case of spiritual rebellion.  

 An optimal solution to a problem is typically found through the 

brainstorming of many, many possible solutions accompanied by 

discussion and negotiation concerning the best to choose (Greenberg 

2005; Kuhn & Poole 2000; Whyte 2000). If done in a spirit of mutual 

submission, each party will be able to provide servant leadership to the 

conflict resolution process in order to ensure that the other’s concerns 

will be addressed (Greenleaf 1977). 

 

Critiques of the Two Paradigms 
 

The Submission Paradigm focuses on the necessity of missionaries 
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to obey those who are higher in the organizational hierarchy; conflicts 

are resolved by submitting to the person in authority. The cooperation 

paradigm focuses on the needs and concerns of both people who in 

conflict, regardless of their hierarchical status; conflict is resolved by 

both people working together to find a solution that responds to each 

person’s interests and concerns.  Both paradigms claim to be biblical and 

have been used by sincere Christians who wish to serve the Lord. We 

will examine the Scriptural basis for each, as well as empirical evidence 

concerning what we may expect as outcomes from each approach. 

 

Critique of the Submission Paradigm 

 The strongest biblical argument for the Submission Paradigm is in 

Hebrews 13:7, “Obey your leaders and submit to them, for they keep 

watch over your souls as those who will give an account” (NASB). It 

should be noted that the text does not indicate that this is how God’s will 

is revealed to someone in a subordinate position. It does, however, 

indicate that leaders will be held accountable for the use of their power. 

In the context, the author of Hebrews has made it clear that a priority for 

both leaders and followers in the church is “to live in peace with all” 

(Heb. 12:14, NASB). In the broader context of the New Testament, 

Jesus warned against using one’s power to “lord over” those in 

subordinate positions but rather to use one’s power to serve and set an 

example (Matt. 20:25-28, I Pet. 5:2-3). Submission is certainly a result 

of being led by the Spirit, a means of revering Christ, but Christians are 

called to mutual submission, not one Christian forcing his or her will 

upon another (Eph. 5:21). 

 In light of both the specific context of Heb. 13:7 and the general 

context of the New Testament, the author of Hebrews would 

undoubtedly expect differences of opinion in the church or perceptions 

of interference to be dealt with constructively, with mutual respect being 

shown, in order that those in conflict may find a jointly acceptable, even 

beneficial, solution that enables them to live in peace with one another. 

Forcing the weaker person to submit to the more powerful person’s 

authority, or expecting the weaker person to not have a voice in a 

decision that concerns him or her, is more like a sin for which the power 
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holder would be held accountable than a strategy for godly leadership. 

 Understanding the Effects of Power. One of the underlying 

assumptions of the Submission Paradigm is that the power holders will 

use their power in a godly and Spirit-led way, depending on the Lord to 

provide the necessary checks and balances. Although some Christian 

leaders may use power this way, it is, unfortunately, not always the case. 

The experiences of the young women who worked for Bill Gothard or 

the pastoral staff working at Mars Hill Church serve as contemporary 

warnings that even the most trusted, respected, and influential Christian 

leaders may abuse their power in very destructive ways (Recovering 

Grace 2015; Tertin 2015). But how often does power lead to abuse? To 

what degree is Lord Acton’s dictum true that “Power tends to corrupt, 

and absolute power corrupts absolutely” (Dalberg-Acton 1907)? 

 Christians are not alone in wanting answers to these questions. A 

number of research psychologists have sought to understand the effects 

of power. To begin to understand the effects of power, which can be 

defined as the ability to influence others, it is important to note that there 

are various types of power. A schema created by French and Raven 

(1960) describing five bases of power is still relevant for today. Reward 

Power is the ability to provide a material or non-material reward. In a 

mission organization, this might be a favorable ministry location or 

public recognition for one’s work. Coercive power is its opposite; it is 

the ability to provide a material or non-material punishment, which acts 

as a threat. Examples in mission organizations would include the ability 

to refuse a reimbursement request or the power to demand that a 

missionary resign. Legitimate power comes from culturally agreed upon 

lines of authority. When one joins an organization, one agrees to respect 

the decision making processes that are in place. Referent power comes 

from a person liking, admiring, or appreciating the power holder. 

Helpfulness, celebrity, beauty, warmth, and caring are all associated 

with referent power. Expert power comes from competence and 

expertise in some valued domain. A missionary may have expert power 

due to his or her knowledge of the local culture, church planting 

strategies, or the Bible. 

 In organizations, including missionary organizations, these five 
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power bases may be classified into two groups, position power and 

personal power (Northouse 2013). Position power comes from one’s 

position or office that is assigned by those higher in an organization’s 

hierarchy. Position power includes both reward and coercive power, as 

well as legitimate power. It is independent of the person and can be 

transferred to another member of the organization if the organizational 

hierarchy chooses to do so. In the Submission Paradigm, position power 

determines who is supposed to submit and who has the right to demand 

submission. In contrast, personal power comes from personal 

characteristics of an individual which cannot easily be separated from 

him or her or transmitted to others by an administrative decision. 

Personal power includes referent power and expert power.  

 Personal power typically does not cause as many problems of 

abuse as position power does in organizations. Certainly a person might 

be attractive and charming and use his or her referent power in a hurtful 

way. Similarly expert power may be used to actively pursue evil. 

However, in Christian contexts, referent power is most commonly 

associated with love for others (John 15:9-17, I Cor. 13:1-13) and expert 

power is associated with wisdom and knowledge (Prov. 1:8-4:27, cf. Ex. 

31:3-4). In contrast, position power (the focus of the Submission 

Paradigm) is easily abused. A series of experiments by the social 

psychologist David Kipnis of Temple University has shown how readily 

positional power is abused (Kipnis 1976; Kipnis 1972; Kipnis 1984). 

 Kipnis found that having position power, especially coercive 

power, changes the power holder’s view of self and of others with less 

power. Self is evaluated as being more important and more deserving, 

while others are evaluated as being less important and less worthy of 

respect. In a typical experiment (Kipnis 1972), volunteers were primed 

to think of themselves as being powerful by arbitrarily being designated 

as managers (versus employees) in an experiment (legitimate power). 

Sometimes this power was increased by giving them coercive power, 

such as the ability to reduce the employee’s wages or to fire the 

employees, or by giving them reward power, such as the ability to give 

raises or bonuses to employees. 

 There are several reasons that people who are assigned position 
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power may have an elevated sense of self-worth. The power holders may 

feel the need to justify their power over other people (Kipnis 1976). 

Since they have the power to punish or reward others, this must mean 

that their opinions and beliefs are superior to those of their subordinates. 

A missionary who is put in power over other missionaries will be 

tempted to justify such a power differential by concluding that he is 

more worthy of this position than those over whom he has power.  

 A second reason that power holders have a high view of 

themselves (relative to their subordinates) is because they fairly 

continuously receive compliments and flattery from those around them 

(Kipnis & Vanderveer 1971; Kipnis 1972). Because flattery is a 

relatively effective way to gain the goodwill of power holders (Westphal 

& Stern 2007; Gordon 1996), it occurs quite frequently in organizational 

settings, including mission organizations. When power holders 

continuously hear how good they are and how wonderful their work is, 

they are more likely to start believing in their superiority than if they did 

not hear the flattery. In addition, subordinates who do not verbally 

acknowledge the power holder’s superiority are likely to be evaluated 

negatively because the power holder may feel that these subordinates are 

incapable of seeing that which is so clear to others. Similarly, power 

holders start believing that they are especially worthy of controlling 

resources because of their superiority. They may see themselves as 

having more rights because of their superior abilities. This may enable 

them to justify immoral behavior. They may view their well-being as so 

much more important to the organization than the well-being of others 

that fits of anger, various forms of theft, and taking sexual liberties with 

their subordinates may be justified in their minds. 

 A consequence of this elevated view of self and devaluing of 

others, especially in power holders with the ability to punish 

subordinates, is less willingness to cooperate and compromise in order to 

resolve conflicts (Deutsch & Krauss 1960; Kipnis 1976; Kipnis 1984). 

Power makes people more aggressive and less concerned about the 

relational consequences of this aggressivity. Power holders with the 

ability to punish subordinates tend to avoid developing much of a 

relationship with those whom they can punish (Fiedler 1967; Magee & 
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Smith 2013). For example, Kipnis (1972) found that 79% of people 

randomly assigned a high status position without the ability to punish a 

subordinate expressed an interest in meeting the person and having a 

coffee together. However, only 35% of the power holders who had the 

ability to punish were interested in meeting the person socially. Leaders 

with the power to punish may avoid socializing with subordinates 

because they believe that they would lose some of their power if they 

started friendships which would cause them to be less willing to use 

coercion on them. Alternately, they may avoid socialization because 

they know they would feel bad about punishing someone who had 

become their friend. They may fear losing status if they were to 

fraternize with a person potentially worthy of punishment. Thus forcing, 

coercion, or demanding obedience becomes the normal way of resolving 

conflicts, rather than cooperation. 

 Thus the abuse of power in Christian organizations with leaders 

using the Submission Paradigm should not be surprising. Such an 

approach to conflict resolution sets the stage for lording over the less 

powerful, abusing them, keeping them at an emotional distance, and 

devaluing them and their work. When conflicts occur with a missionary 

leader using the Submission Paradigm, the junior missionary is left 

feeling unworthy and unheard. This approach provides discouragement 

rather than encouragement, contributing to ineffective missionary teams 

(Dunaetz 2010a), a sense of being unjustly treated (Dunaetz 2010c), and 

even missionary attrition (Hay et al. 2007; Global Mapping International 

2009). 

 

Critique of the Cooperation Paradigm 

 Although the Cooperation Paradigm of conflict resolution looks 

very attractive from a biblical point of view with its emphasis on 

responding to both parties’ interests (Phil. 2:4), servant leadership (Matt. 

20:26), optimal solutions (Prov. 15:22), and healthy relationships (Heb. 

12:14), there are several costs and dangers involved. Managing conflict 

with the Cooperation Paradigm is time consuming and mentally 

demanding. In extreme cases, it can also distract from the mission of the 

organization. 
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 Whereas the Submission Paradigm can result in quick decisions 

requiring little reflection or communication, the Cooperation Paradigm 

by nature requires much time and effort. It seeks to find solutions to 

problems other than the solutions that might be immediately available to 

the missionary with hierarchical authority. One of the fundamental 

requirements to finding optimal solutions to a problem in organizations 

is creating a set of possible solutions from which to choose (Greenberg 

2005; Whyte 2000). Creating such a set of alternatives may require 

much mental effort and time. 

This might be especially difficult for Christian leaders who do not 

feel the need to evaluate strategies for their effectiveness or want to 

compare the merits of one alternative over another. Individuals differ in 

their need for cognition, a personality trait characterized by the 

“tendency to engage in and enjoy effortful cognitive activity.” 

(Cacioppo et al. 1996, p. 197). Some people are motivated to think 

through problems, come up with alternatives, and evaluate the merits of 

each, while others feel less internal pressure to do so. People high in 

need for cognition might experience more success in cognitive activities 

and thus are willing to expend more effort in creating and evaluating 

activities. People low in the need for cognition may not receive much 

satisfaction for exerting the effort necessary for effective problem 

solving (Cacioppo et al. 1996; Dunaetz 2011b). Thus mission leaders 

with a low need for cognition may find the Cooperation Paradigm 

exasperating and the Submission Paradigm especially attractive. 

Another ability that influences the amount of effort needed to 

function within the Cooperation Paradigm is perspective taking, the 

ability to see the issues from the other person’s cognitive and emotional 

point of view (Johnson 1975; Johnson et al. 2000). This ability enables a 

person to see the value in alternative solutions that the other person 

proposes while they discuss the issues. Typically it is expressed as 

paraphrasing what the other person has said to receive feedback 

indicating correct or incorrect comprehension of the others point of 

view, or as imagining the other person’s emotional response to a 

proposal. This is typically a skill that is developed during childhood and 

adolescence (Sandy & Cochran 2000). Some people have greater 
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perspective taking skills than others. Those in authority who find it 

difficult to take another person’s perspective will view the Cooperation 

Perspective as more difficult and less attractive.  

Nevertheless, mission leaders with limited need for cognition or 

perspective taking skills may still find that the Cooperation Paradigm is 

worth the effort it requires because of its biblical justification. Mission 

executives may notice that field leaders may not be attracted to the 

Cooperation Paradigm and prefer requiring submission from those under 

their authority. If this is a possible scenario, mission executives need to 

make sure that a conflict management system is firmly in place in the 

mission organization (Costantino & Merchant 1996). Such conflict 

management systems typically provide mediation whenever one party 

requests it. In order for the system to be effective when there is a 

hierarchical power differential between the missionaries, it must be 

designed so that  

1. The more powerful party cannot deny a request for mediation. 

2. The system must provide a mutually acceptable mediator who is 

perceived as trustworthy and neutral by both parties. 

3. The system is not simply created to reduce liability in case of 

conflict; the use of the system must be promoted by all levels 

of authority within the organization. 

Such a system may be implemented even in cases of long-distance 

separation of mission members when the determination exists to create 

constructive, cooperative solutions to missionary conflict (Dunaetz 

2010b). 

 Another critique of the Cooperation Paradigm is that it could 

distract from the mission of the organization. Here is an extreme case to 

illustrate this point. Suppose the mission of an organization is 

evangelism and church planting but a junior missionary develops a 

passion for animal rights. In this case, a cooperative solution to a 

conflict which might occur concerning the placement of a junior 

missionary would be to assign him to a ministry of evangelism and 

church planting among animal rights activists. However, if the junior 

missionary is no longer interested in evangelism and church planting, 

such a placement would be ineffective and inappropriate. In fact, any 
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cooperative solution might divert resources from the organization’s 

mission. If the organization provides resources for the junior missionary 

to pursue his interests, a phenomena known as mission shift occurs. No 

longer is the organization’s mission limited to evangelism and church 

planting, but it would also now include the defense of animal rights. In 

cases such as this, to prevent mission shift, mission leadership might 

rightfully conclude that cooperation is not appropriate; requesting the 

resignation of the junior missionary might be more appropriate. 

Similarly, agreement to the organization’s doctrinal statement or other 

foundational documents might also be non-negotiable; cooperation 

which involves compromise with what the organization believes is 

God’s will for it would not appropriate. 

However, these types of situations where cooperation presents a 

danger are most likely relatively rare. It is far more likely that self-

serving biases of  power holders would motivate them to believe their 

interests are God’s will because they feel threatened by a subordinate 

(Ross 1977; Ross et al. 1977). The tall poppy effect occurs when high 

achievers, especially those without hierarchical power, are cut down, 

resulting in positive emotional reactions in those who no longer fear 

being compared to them (Feather 1989). In Christian circles, a popular 

way of cutting down someone is to declare their interests outside the will 

of God. If the Submission Paradigm is being used, this would include 

any interest that the hierarchical superior opposes. Power holders who 

have doubts about their own competence or have low self-esteem are 

especially likely to be motivated to seek the downfall of high achievers 

and thus make the appropriate accusations (Feather 1991; Rucker & 

Petty 2003; Rucker & Pratkanis 2001). Once again, the best way to 

prevent such abuse is to have in place a mediator-based conflict 

management system which the mission organization’s leaders encourage 

the less powerful members to use (Costantino & Merchant 1996; 

Dunaetz 2010b). 

Understanding the Effects of Cooperation. The most obvious 

effect of cooperation in organizations is an increase in the quality of 

group decisions (Kuhn & Poole 2000). When faced with a problem, 

considering a greater number of possible responses enables a group to 
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find better solutions than when it only considers one or two options. This 

effect not only occurs in small groups and teams, but also in 

organizations as a whole (Rahim 2001; Tjosvold 1991) when the 

organizational culture promotes healthy conflict resolution cooperation. 

Additional research (Jehn 1997b; Greer & Jehn 2007; de Dreu & 

Weingart 2003) has found that for conflict to be most productive, the 

conflict should focus on the task at hand. When the conflict becomes 

personal, it quickly becomes emotional (Dunaetz 2014; Jehn 1997a). 

Negative emotions prevent constructive dialogue and reduce the ability 

to find the optimal solution. Therefore, cooperation is most likely to 

occur when both parties are committed to focusing on a single issue 

related to accomplishing the goals of the organization, and are willing to 

avoid criticizing each other personally, whether it be one’s behavior, 

background, or values. 

 

Conclusion 
 

 We have looked at two approaches to conflict management in 

mission organizations, the Submission Paradigm and the Cooperation 

Paradigm. Some missionaries will prefer operating under the Submission 

Paradigm, but this paper has argued for the use of the Cooperation 

Paradigm because of its congruency with the Christian values of love, 

mutual understanding, servant leadership, and mutual submission to seek 

the well-being of others. The dangers of abusing the power associated 

with a strict hierarchy of authority in the Submission Paradigm are great, 

and have often resulted in abuses that have nothing to do with the 

gospel. Mission organizations which promote the Cooperation Paradigm 

will thus create an atmosphere that is safe for missionaries, enables the 

organization to better achieve its goals, and is in harmony with biblical 

values and principles.  
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